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A mix of hard core hip hop and conscience lyric rymes with a edge. 16 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip

Hop, HIP HOP/RAP: Hard-core Rap Absolute Swagga Songs Details: Absyte born as Camille Maria

Jones is a southside of Chicago Native, who has loved entertainment and been mired in different

elements of entertainment since she was astir 4 years old. Absyte grew up in Chicago with her generate

and grandgenerate who often would make her the spotlight at family gatherings and church functions.

From singing Michael Jackson's "Off-the-Wall" to break dancing the latest hip hop break beats, Ab has

always seen the light and path to entertainment. Hip Hop was a love that was born for Absyte as a fan of

the game. Hip Hop was the right mix of the music she loved and the poetry she would often write. At an

early age she remembers writing stories of a drug and bug infested basement which she slept in with her

infant sister as her generate drained her life away in a crack pipe. It is sometime a mystery to many

including Ab how her life did not turn down the same dark path as her generates. As the artist tells it that

dark path is right around the corner every day she lives on this earth. "Everyday I wake up I thank God for

all I have and what I didn't do wrong today...At the end of my day I thank God for all that could have

happen that did happen for the good and for all those things that didn't happen for the bad that spared my

life another day. Absolute Swagga is a mix of the daily struggle she speaks of. Worring is not good but

according to the artist there's sometimes no way to avoid it. And if you though there was going to be a

positive "happy ever after ending" to that statement ..think again....according to the artist in her life that is

the game of life we are pitched everyday....we take the good with the bad and hope we don't strike out.

Absolute Swagga is a mixtape produced as many mixtapes are with a mix of original hip hop tracks and a

mix of well-known industry tracks. This fusion is accompanied by a deep threads mix of battle rymes

wrapped with a mix of socially-conscience lyrics that again show that delicate balance of life as Absyte
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knows it. Original tracks were produced by some of the best producers in Chicago, Meesak (Kaseem

Harris), Xtreme, E-Jilla, Bobcat and many more. Industry tracks were from classic artists from Biggie to

De-La-Soul...Maceo if your out there Ab says "get at your gurl" your tracks are blazin and of course

Absyte works with nothing but the best...Her future aspirations would be to be able to make a true living

from what she loves to 1st afford her daughter an un-marred or as close as she can provide

childhood...all the best in life for her daughter Jolie to succeed no matter what she chooses in life. Her

daughter is her number 1 and nothing (including the music) will deter her from the goal of making her

daughters life the very best it can be. Industry-wise Absyte has aspirations of working only with the best

Pharrell, Neptunes, Kanye West, Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis....yes we said Jimmy Jam and Terry

Lewis....Ab's take on it is they are the epidemy of what the best in this music industry is "They make huge

stars into colossal stars...and that is what the best gives ....the best....PERIOD".
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